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The nanotherapy revolution: Three different applications of lipid nanosystems in therapeutics
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University of Minho, Portugal

Nanotechnology promises to be a wave turner in various medical and pharmaceutical fields such as drug delivery, diagnostics and 
in the pharmacokinetic profiling of drugs. In order to obtain an efficient therapeutic effect, lipid nanosystems have demonstrated 

to be promising drug delivery systems since their lipophilic and hydrophilic components allow carrying a great diversity of compounds 
while protecting it from an early release or elimination. Furthermore, their great storage capacity and high reproducibility associated 
with tunable nature favours their transport greatly improving their efficacy. On the other hand, lipid nanosystems are also invaluable 
mimetic models of biomembranes used in biophysical studies to predict drugs’ therapeutic performance. In the drug delivery 
field, our research group focus on two distinct medical applications. Curcumin, a natural compound, is known to interact with 
multiple molecular targets involved in the neurodegeneration cascade. Therefore, in order to improve curcumine’s bioavailability, we 
developed neuroprotective liposomes specialized in brain delivery. Aiming for the prevention and treatment of herpetic infections, 
we also developed nanostructured lipid carriers (NLC) containing a co-encapsulated antiviral drug (acyclovir) and cell regeneration 
activators (omega-3 fatty acids). The NLC formulation is expected to improve the pharmacokinetic properties of acyclovir. In a 
different application, the lipid nanosystems developed by our research group are also used as membrane model systems, capable of 
mimicking diverse physiologic environments. These models have been used to predict aspects of the absortion and distribution of 
drugs allowing the optimization or redesign of the new formulations to achieve increased efficacy and reduced side effects.
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